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As an innovative green ﬁnancial tool, green corporate asset-backed securities can
effectively solve the problems of narrow ﬁnancing channels and maturity mismatches
for green projects, which can help achieve green and low-carbon development, carbon
peaking, and carbon neutrality goals. In this paper, we examine the ﬁnancing cost
advantages of green corporate asset-backed securities and the related impact factors
through a combination of empirical and case studies. Empirical research based on the
propensity score matching method (PSM) shows that China’s green corporate assetbacked securities issuance rates are 36.97°bps lower than traditional corporate assetbacked securities on average. Credit rating, issuance scale, issuance interest rate,
issuance period, and green factors have become the main impact factors of green
corporate asset-backed securities ﬁnancing advantages.
Keywords: green ﬁnance, asset securitization, green assets, issuance pricing, static spread method JEL
classiﬁcation: G21

INTRODUCTION
Industrialization has spurred long-term and rapid economic growth in China. However, the high
levels of inputs and consumption have also increased the incidents of environmental pollution and
ecological destruction. Studies have shown that the annual economic loss caused by environmental
pollution in China is 0.6–1.8 trillion yuan, accounting for up to 3.05% of total GDP. The
environmental carrying capacity has approached its limit, which makes the environmental
problem one of the biggest practical challenges for China and all the rest of the world as well
(Fang and Guo, 2018; Wang and Chen, 2018; UNEP, 2021). On September 22, 2020, the Chinese
government announced at the General Assembly of the United Nations that China will strive to peak
carbon dioxide emissions by 2030 and achieve “carbon neutrality” before 2060. At the Climate
Ambition Summit (the commemorative meeting for the signing of the Paris Agreement) held on
December 12 of the same year, Chinese President Xi Jinping made this same commitment in his
statement. In this context, the development of green industry with the purpose of environmental
protection has become an important part of accelerating China’s economic transformation. The
latest evidence shows that investment in green projects in China can reduce China’s short- and longterm carbon emissions levels (Li et al., 2021). However, when a company develops a green project, it
often requires a long period of time to pay back loans taken out to fund the project; thus, for the
lending bank, the risks and beneﬁts often do not meet the bank’s typical standards. Banks have
become less willing to provide long-term loans for green projects, so it is difﬁcult for companies to
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obtain the required funds at low cost, which greatly affects the
development speed and quality of green projects.
As a new instrument of ﬁnancial innovation, green asset
backed securitization is regarded as one of the most important
parts of a green ﬁnancial system. Since only the credit rating of
corporate green assets is performed, the rating is less affected by
the ﬁnancial status of corporate entities. Green asset
securitization allows companies to issue green products with
lower ﬁnancing thresholds and ﬁnancing costs. Before China’s
green asset securitization was supported and promoted by
government agency, green credit was the main channel of
green ﬁnancing. The implementation of China’s green credit
policy reduces the risks for non-state-owned banks, while
state-owned banks provide green credit at the expense of
proﬁts. This institutional design makes the Chinese
government a global pioneer in the greening of the ﬁnancial
markets (Yin et al., 2021).
China’s asset securitization market has developed rapidly over
the past decade, evolving from approximately US $2.14 billion at
the end of 2005 to approximately US $405 billion at the end of
2018, and it has become the largest securitization market in Asia
(Yang et al., 2020). As the Chinese government is committed to
building the green ﬁnancial system and promoting the rapid
development of asset securitization, its pilot asset securitization
program has been continuously expanded and has become a
pivotal component of the world’s securitization market. At the
same time, Seven Ministries such as the People’s Bank of China
vigorously promote the securitization business with green credit
and PPP projects serving as the basic assets. In September 2015,
the State Council of China published the “General Plans for the
Reform of the Ecological Civilization System”, which places more
emphasis on the green economy, signiﬁcantly boosting green
asset securitization. With the development of green asset
securitization in China, the issuance of green corporate assetbacked securities has experienced a high rate of growth year by
year. However, the pricing of green corporate asset-backed
securities issued can vary greatly by institution.
In this paper, we use a combination of empirical research and
case analysis to examine the issuance and pricing of green
corporate asset-backed securities and their pricing factors,
which will promote the development of green ﬁnance in
China. First, we use Propensity Score Matching (PSM) to
examine whether green corporate asset-backed securities have
certain issuance cost advantages. Second, we analyze the impact
factors of the ﬁnancing costs of China’s ﬁrst “Labelled” green
corporate asset-backed securities (“Goldwind 2016-1”) through
the Static Spread method, and we put forward corresponding
development suggestions.
Our study contributes to the literature in the following three
aspects. First, the project “Goldwind 2016-1” issued by the
Shanghai Stock Exchange in August 2016 is the ﬁrst green
asset securitization project in China to be double certiﬁed by
an internationally renowned green certiﬁcation agency, which
makes the project highly representative. We use this
representative project to conduct case studies to provide
strong evidence for the advantages and pricing of green
securities. Second, the study of the impact factors of green
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corporate asset-backed securities provides the most intuitive
evidence for the current issue pricing of green corporate assetbacked securities in China, and it provides a reference for other
green enterprises as they seek to issue green corporate assetbacked securities. Third, our research expands the literature on
green asset securitization, and helps companies and governments
pay more attention to green asset securitization to promote
carbon neutrality
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In Literature
Review, we provide the literature review. In Methodology and
Data, we describe the methodology and data. Empirical Analysis
presents the analysis results and discussion. In Factors Affecting
the Issuance Pricing of Green Corporate Asset-Backed Securities,
we present the pricing factors of green corporate asset-backed
securities. In Conclusion and Recommendations, we conclude the
paper and provide some recommendations.

LITERATURE REVIEW
China’s ﬁnancial industry has been in the situation of
“Supervision Segregation” for a long time. The asset
securitization market is divided into three markets: the interbank market, the securities exchange market, and the insurance
fund market. The green asset securitization business can also be
divided into three types according to the different regulatory
agencies: green credit asset securitization, green asset-backed
notes, and green corporate asset-backed securities. These
differences are shown in Table 1.
The existing research on China’s green asset-backed securities
mostly focuses on the theoretical and policy levels; however, the
discussion of the advantages of ﬁnancing costs and impact factors
is relatively limited.

The Development Path of China’s Asset
Securitization
The development of China’s asset securitization has gone through
a stage of theory ﬁrst and then practice. As early as 1992, scholars
conducted theoretical discussions, but it was not until 2005 that
the pilot work of asset securitization began. However, the
emergence of the global economic crisis caused Chinese
regulators to adopt a cautious attitude until 2014. Since then,
China’s asset securitization market has begun to grow rapidly. By
the end of 2018, it reached approximately US $405 billion,
making it the largest asset securitization market in Asia. With
the gradual integration of the Chinese ﬁnancial market and the
global ﬁnancial market, more international investors will give the
Chinese asset securitization market the potential to become an
indispensable part of the world securitization market (Yang et al.,
2021).
China adopts stricter divisional supervision in ﬁnancial
supervision, and the supervision coordination mechanism
plays a relatively limited role. Therefore, supervision of asset
securitization is facing greater problems (Wang and Li, 2016). As
far as asset securitization itself is concerned, stricter regulatory
constraints are required for the following reasons: First, there are
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TABLE 1 | Comparison of three modes of green asset securitization.
Business
model

Green credit asset
securitization

Initiator

Banking ﬁnancial institutions

Administration
Audit method
Registered
Trustee
Trading Places

the People’s Bank of China, China Banking
Regulatory Commission
Filing system
China Government Securities Depository Trust
and Clearing Co. Ltd. (CDC)
National Interbank Bond Market

Basic Assets

Bank credit assets

Special Purpose
Carrier
Rules and
Regulations

Special purpose trust
“the Notice on Reporting and Registration
Procedures of Credit Assets Securitization",
"Measures for the Supervision and Administration
of Pilot Credit Asset Securitization Business of
Financial Institutions”

Green enterprise asset
backed securities
Non ﬁnancial enterprises and some ﬁnancial
enterprises
China Securities Regulatory Commission
Record system
China Securities Depository and Clearing
Company Limited(CSDCC)
Stock Exchange, Inter agency quotation and
service system
Earning rights or creditor’s rights for built projects,
which can be a collection of rights, which clearly
include infrastructure income rights
asset-backed securities of securities companies/
fund companies
“Provisions on Administration of the Asset
Securitization Business of Securities Companies
and Fund Management Subsidiaries”

more entities participating in asset securitization, and the risk
characteristics are complex; second, asset securitization makes the
relationship between traditional ﬁnancing intermediaries and the
capital market closer; third, the basic function of asset
securitization will increase the instability of the ﬁnancial system.
From the existing literature, many scholars have focused on
the research of regulatory policies on the asset securitization of
the banking industry. (Acharya et al., 2013) conducted an
empirical analysis based on the data of US commercial banks
and pointed out that the tightening of regulatory constraints, the
banking industry will have stronger incentives to carry out asset
securitization business. This is because the bank implements asset
securitization to reduce the proportion of its own risk assets to
meet the minimum capital regulatory requirements (Ambrose
et al., 2005). (Song and Zhang 2016) based on the perspective of
international comparison, discussed the issue of self-retention
supervision of China’s asset securitization risk, put forward the
shortcomings of current China’s risk self-retention supervision
rules and put forward corresponding suggestions. (Li et al., 2019)
empirically tested the two methods of regulatory arbitrage for
bank asset securitization in my country based on the data from
2012 to 2018. The study found that the possibility of arbitrage
between banks using regulatory differences is very small.
Regarding the research on asset securitization, most scholars
have focused on the theoretical level, such as the deﬁnition of
asset securitization, issuance pricing, impact factors analysis, and
policy recommendations.
A common view is that asset securitization is a collection of
assets that are insufﬁciently liquid but expected to have a certain
return in the future, and a structural reorganization and package
sale are required to obtain cash ﬂow in advance (Rosenthal and
Ocampo, 1988). In terms of issuance pricing, there are two
commonly used pricing methods. One is the absolute pricing
method, which refers to the calculation of the sum of the
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Green
asset backed notes
Non ﬁnancial enterprises
National Association of Financial Market
Institutional Investors
Filing system
ShangHai ClearingHouse
National Interbank Bond Market
Beneﬁcial rights or creditor’s rights of the built
project, which can be a collection of rights
It is not mandatory to establish an
independent special purpose carrier
“the Business Guidelines for Non-Financial
Enterprise Project Revenue Notes on the
Interbank Bond Market”

discounted value of the product’s underlying assets in the
future as pricing. The other is the relative pricing method,
which refers to the yields of comparable asset-backed
securities with the same rating in the same period and ﬂoats a
certain spread based on the benchmark interest rate for pricing
calculations. Regarding the factors affecting issuance pricing, the
research on China’s asset-backed securities has mainly focused on
the credit rating (Kou et al., 2015), and some scholars have also
conducted research using investor sentiment and credit
enhancement methods (Shao et al., 2015). In general, the
impact factors of issuance pricing show heterogeneity
according to the characteristics of the bond and the issuer or
the issuance market.

China’s Green Asset Securitization
China is a country with a large population and large scale of
industry, which makes its carbon emissions play a decisive role in
achieving the global carbon neutral goal. As of 2015, China’s
carbon emissions accounted for 30% of global emissions (Shan
et al., 2018). Existing studies have discussed the inﬂuencing
factors of carbon emission reduction. For example,
technological innovation is generally recognized as promoting
the reduction of carbon emissions (Yu and Du, 2019; Chen and
Lee, 2020; Jiang et al., 2020; Shahbaz et al., 2020; Cheng et al.,
2021).In the research on China, the development of natural gas
infrastructure construction and the actual urbanization rate are
pointed out as inﬂuencing factors that can signiﬁcantly reduce
carbon emissions (Shuai et al., 2018; Dong et al., 2020a), and the
industrial distribution leads to signiﬁcant reductions in carbon
emissions (Shuai et al., 2018; Dong et al., 2020b). In addition,
appropriate environmental regulations have been proven to have
a positive impact on carbon emissions reduction (Zhao et al.,
2020). There are also some studies focusing on the inﬂuencing
factors of carbon prices, such as energy prices, oil supply and
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demand shocks, etc., which have been pointed out to have
asymmetrical negative effects on carbon prices (Duan et al.,
2021; Zheng et al., 2021).
The Chinese government has been committed to promoting
the achievement of environmental protection goals from the
policy level. In 2016, China has achieved outstanding
achievements in green ﬁnancial products, tools, methods, and
policies. Under the green corporate asset-backed securities
mechanism, companies can package the cash ﬂow generated
by the green projects they own in a speciﬁc time in the future.
Also, they can use the packaged cash ﬂow as the basic asset to
issue tradable securities. Green corporate asset-backed securities
provide a new ﬁnancing method for green enterprises. As China
attaches importance to the concept of green development and the
development of asset securitization, green asset securitization has
received extensive attention from issuers and investors. However,
China’s research on green asset securitization has focused more
on theoretical aspects, such as exploring its development
advantages and making path optimization suggestions. The
analysis of the issuance costs, micro-price impact mechanisms,
and ﬁnancing beneﬁts generated in the ﬁnancing process is still in
the exploratory stage.
The core of China’s green asset securitization development lies
in its unique ﬁnancing advantages. These include lowering the
ﬁnancing threshold, thereby facilitating the ﬁnancing efﬁciency of
green industries. At the same time, green project standards,
information disclosure systems, and policy incentives can
effectively promote the development of green asset-backed
securities, but in the end, we need to rely on a complete green
ﬁnancial market system. There are also some problems in the
development of China’s green asset securitization. For example,
some scholars have pointed out that China’s green asset-backed
securities at the emergence stage have problems such as
mismatches in the ﬁnancing scale, high ﬁnancing costs, and
uncertain cash ﬂow for green projects, and the ﬁnancing
model needs to be further optimized.

2017) based on the Chinese securitization market and found that
China’s asset securitization market is policy-driven, and the
underlying assets are composed of corporate loans and assets,
unlike the US or European markets, which is composed of
secured or consumer loans. (Yang et al., 2020) explored the
pricing factors of asset-backed securities in China’s leasing
industry in an empirical and comprehensive way. The study
found that when the promoter is closely related to the
underlying assets sold to special purpose vehicles (SPVs)
investors will pay special attention to the credit quality of the
promoter.
In general, the research on asset securitization in foreign
countries is relatively complete, and great progress has been
made in terms of the regulatory issues and inﬂuencing factors
of asset-backed securities. Compared with China, asset-backed
securities started late and focused more on the theoretical level,
with fewer actual case discussions.
China’s green asset-backed securities market belongs to the
emerging development ﬁeld of green bonds. Many studies have
posited that there is indeed a spread between green bonds and
ordinary bonds, which afﬁrms the positive signiﬁcance of the
development of green bonds (Mathews et al., 2010; Yao, 2017;
MacAskill et al., 2021). In terms of the research on the factors
affecting the issuance interest rate, the mainstream view is that
green bonds are similar to traditional bonds. That is, the support
of macro and micro factors such as market interest rates, bonds,
and the characteristics of the issuer can affect the green bond
issuance rate. Environmental beneﬁts and government support
are also considered important factors affecting the pricing of
green asset-backed securities.
In summary, the research on green asset-backed securities in
China has thus far conducted only a limited discussion of the
ﬁnancing cost advantages and impact factors. In this paper, we
use a combination of empirical research and case analysis to
explore the issuance and pricing of green corporate asset-backed
securities and their impact factors. This work has a certain role in
promoting China’s green ﬁnance development and green
enterprise asset securitization pricing theory.

Issuance Pricing and Impact Factors of
Green Asset-Backed Securities
Since the 2007 ﬁnancial crisis, many academic research have
focused on asset-backed securities and institutions involved in
issuing these products. Foreign scholars have explored the pricing
factors of structured products. In terms of credit rating, (Moreira
and Zhao 2018) pointed out that there is a big connection
between ABS ratings and their yield spread at issuance in the
US market, Credit ratings may affect investors’ investment
decisions during the issuance stage. Fabozzi and Vink (2012)
explored the inﬂuencing factors of asset-backed securitization in
the European market, indicating that investors will consider other
credit factors such as credit enhancement and underlying assets
in addition to credit ratings. In terms of sponsor characteristics,
(Faltin-Traeger et al., 2010) pointed out that the quality of
sponsors will have an important impact on ABS pricing. (He
et al., 2012) also conﬁrmed that issuers with a larger market share
in the US market are more likely to receive an inﬂated rating.
Regarding China’s asset-backed securities market, (Tang et al.,
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METHODOLOGY AND DATA
Sample Selection and Data Sources
To compare and analyze the difference in the issuance pricing
of green corporate asset-backed securities and traditional
corporate asset-backed securities, we select all enterprise
asset securitization products that were traded on exchanges
(Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange)
from January 2012 to May 2019, and we screen them
according to the following criteria: (Acharya et al., 2013)
remove the delisted bond samples; (Ambrose et al., 2005)
remove the progressive interest rate and ﬂoating interest
rate samples; (Chen and Lee, 2020) remove the samples
with incomplete data; and (Cheng et al., 2021) remove the
mezzanine and sub-product samples. The ﬁnal bond sample is
5,092, consisting of 167 green corporate asset-backed
securities products and 4,925 traditional asset-backed
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TABLE 2 | Variable deﬁnition.
Variable

Indicator name

Explained variable
Explanatory
variables
Covariate

Symbol

Issuance rate
Green factor

Rate
Green

Credit Rating

Credit_Rate

Issuance period

LnMaturity

Issuance scale
Market interest
rate

LnSize
Shibor

Index Description
Coupon interest rate at the time of corporate asset-backed securities product issuance
Dummy variable, if the sample is a green corporate asset-backed securities product, assign a value of 1,
otherwise assign a value of 0
Dummy variable, assign value to credit rating. AAA9, AA+8, AA7, AA-6, A+5, A4, A-3, BBB+2,
BBB-1
The logarithm of the issuance period, which measures the length of time between the issuance date and the
expiration date
The logarithm of the total issuance, which measures the scale of the sample issuance
Select the 1°year Shanghai Interbank Offered Rate (SHIBOR) as the market interest rate

securities products. The variables used in this paper are shown
in Table 2. The data comes from the WIND database, the
China Bond Information Network, the China Asset
Securitization Analysis Network, and the China Financial
Information Network Green Bond Database.

TABLE 3 | Descriptive statistics of the sample.
Variable

Std. Dev.

Min

Green corporate asset-backed securities (Green1)
Rate
5.3622
1.0791
3.10
Credit_Rate
8.7365
0.5287
5
LnMaturity
1.1353
0.8485
−1.47
LnSize
0.0238
0.8613
−2.66
Shibor
3.7943
0.6511
3.03
Traditional corporate asset-backed securities (Green0)
Rate
5.5549
1.0573
0.5
Credit_Rate
8.7283
0.5295
1
LnMaturity
0.5271
0.9076
−3.82
LnSize
0.7445
1.3745
−4.61
Shibor
3.7324
0.6233
3.03

Models
Propensity Score Matching Method
To accurately identify the impact of green factors, it is necessary
to ensure that in the two sets of samples, except for the green
attributes, there are no systematic differences in other variables
related to the issuance rate. Therefore, we adopt the Propensity
Score Matching method (PSM) for empirical research. The
speciﬁc steps are as follows. First, the samples are divided into
a test group and a control group according to whether they are
green corporate asset-backed securities products. The sample of
the test group is a green corporate asset-backed securities
product; that is, the value of the “Green” variable is 1. The
samples of the control group are traditional corporate assetbacked securities products; that is, the value of the “Green”
variable is 0.
Second, a Logit model of factors affecting enterprise asset
securitization product issuance pricing is established to estimate
the conditional probability of each sample entering the test group.
The impact factors in the model include the credit rating, bond
maturity, issuance scale, and market interest rate. The Logit
model is shown in formula Eq. 3.1:

Max

Observation

7.50
9
2.7
2.4
4.75

167
167
167
167
167

10
9
3.77
4.17
5.19

4925
4925
4925
4925
4925

cannot be simply expressed by a ﬁxed number. Combined
with the theory of the term structure of interest rates, the
corresponding interest rates are not consistent across different
maturities. Based on this, the static spread method considers
the spot interest rate (rt) of the national debt and the ﬁxed
spread (ss) to discount the future cash ﬂow when determining
the issuance pricing of the product. The calculation method is
shown in formula Eq. 3.2:
P

CF1
CF2
CFn
+
+ ... +
1 + r1 + ss (1 + r2 + ss)2
(1 + rn + ss)n
n

CFt
+
rt + ss)t
(1
t1



P(Greeni  1|Xi )
 α0 + β1 Credit ratei + β2 ln Maturityi + β3 ln Sizei

(3.2)

Among them, P represents the product price, CFt represents
the cash ﬂow in the t period, rt represents the spot interest rate in
the t period, and ss represents the ﬁxed spread. This method
incorporates the term structure of interest rates and ﬁxed spreads
into the model to reﬂect the difference in interest rate levels at
different points in time and the risk premium of different assets;
this approach can more accurately measure product prices.

+ β4 Shibori
(3.1)
Among them: α0 is the constant term, ε is the error term, and
αi(i1,2,3,4) is the coefﬁcient.
Finally, we calculate the propensity score value of each
sample in the test group and the control group, and we match
the control sample with the closest score for the test group
sample.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
Descriptive Statistics

Static Spread Method
The static spread method has made improvements to the
discount factor. This method holds that the discount rate
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Mean

The descriptive statistics of the sample are shown in Table 3.
The explanatory variable issuance interest rate has a certain
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TABLE 4 | Results of average treatment effect.
Matching methods

K Nearest Neighbor (K3)
Radius
Kernel
Local Linear Regression
Mahalanobis

Mean (Test group)

Mean (Control group)

5.3622
5.3622
5.3622
5.3622
5.2067

5.7549
5.6765
5.6997
5.7460
5.6268

Difference value and
signiﬁcance level (%)
−0.3927a
−0.3143a
−0.3375a
−0.3838a
−0.4201a

(−4.06)
(−3.68)
(−3.94)
(−3.53)
(−0.83)

The column of difference value and signiﬁcance level is the difference between the mean value of the treatment group and the control group; that is, the average treatment effect (ATE). The t
statistic is in parentheses,
a
where means signiﬁcance at the 1% level.

results. We take K-nearest neighbor matching (K  3) as an
example to illustrate the test results. The speciﬁc results are
shown in Table 5. Comparing the results before matching, the
standard deviations of all variables after matching are
signiﬁcantly reduced and less than 10%, which shows that the
matching method and matching samples used in this paper are
reliable. At the same time, according to the t-test results, the
t-statistics of all variables are not signiﬁcant after matching,
indicating that there is no systematic difference between the
test group and the control group, so the matching method
satisﬁes the balance hypothesis to be veriﬁed.
Further, in order to discover whether there is a temporal
trend in this green premium, we use the year grouping
propensity score matching method for matching and testing
(with K Nearest Neighbor). The results showed that with the
exception of 2017, the other groups showed signiﬁcant
differences. This may be due to the emergence of a large
number of innovative green bond products in 2017 and the
ﬁrst sale of green ﬁnancial bonds to individual investors in the
over-the-counter market (OTC). From the perspective of time,
the issuance interest rate of green corporate asset-backed
securities is lower than that of traditional securities. The
results are shown in Table 6 and Figure 1

difference between green corporate asset-backed securities
(the test group) and traditional corporate asset-backed
securities (the control group). The average issuance interest
rate of the test group is 19.27°bps lower than that of the control
group. This preliminarily shows that China’s green corporate
asset-backed securities products are issued at low interest rates
and have certain ﬁnancing cost advantages. Among the
covariates, the credit rating and issuance period of the test
group are higher, while the issuance scale is lower. This is in
line with our current understanding of the characteristics of
green corporate asset-backed securities issuance. Since most of
the green enterprises have undergone green certiﬁcation and
involve industries such as public utilities and natural
resources, their company credit is relatively good. However,
these industries typically have a long payback period for
borrowed funds, so their ﬁnancing periods are relatively
high. At the same time, green enterprises are generally
based on small and medium-sized enterprises with limited
capital scale and capital demand, so the scale of issuance is
relatively small.

Main Results
This paper uses a variety of matching methods (K Nearest
Neighbor matching, radius matching, kernel matching, local
linear regression matching, and Markov matching) to
calculate and match the Propensity Score (PS). After the
matching is completed, the average treatment effect (ATE)
is calculated to examine whether the green enterprise asset
securitization has an issue cost advantage. The regression
results of the Logit model are shown in Table 4. The use of
different matching methods results in a difference in the
average issuance interest rate between the matched sample
and the control group, but the average issuance interest rate
of the test group is almost the same. The results obtained by
different matching methods are similar, and the average
treatment effect is between −31.43 and −42.01 °bps, and is
signiﬁcant at the 1% level. Based on this, we can believe that
green factors have signiﬁcantly reduced the issuance interest
rate of green corporate asset-backed securities, and the
issuance interest rate of green corporate asset-backed
securities is 36.97°bps lower than the absolute value of
traditional enterprise asset-backed securitization.
Before using the PSM method, the hypothesis of matching
balance needs to be tested to verify the reliability of the matching
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Case Analysis: Goldwind 2016-1
On the basis of empirical analysis, we further adopt the method
of case analysis to test the spread advantage of green asset
securitization products. In this paper, the static spread method
is used to measure the issuance pricing of the “Goldwind 20161” products. This method uses the overall yield curve to
determine the price of securitized bonds, which is suitable
for the pricing of securitized products with relatively uniform
cash inﬂows. The cash ﬂow inﬂows of “Goldwind 2016-1”
products are more evenly distributed in each period, and
more accurate results can be obtained based on the static
spread method for pricing measurement. Above all,
determining the spot interest rate of the Chinese national
debt and the cash ﬂow on the repayment date of the
“Goldwind 2016-1” products during the same period. Then,
according to the spot interest rate on the principal and interest
payment date, the interest calculation period, and the cash ﬂow
on the payment date, the static spread method is used to
calculate the static spread of A1 – A5 senior securities
through formula Eq. 4.1.
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TABLE 5 | Propensity score matching balance test results.
Variables
Credit_Rate
LnMaturity
LnSize
Shibor

Mean (Test group)

Mean (Control group)

Std. Dev. (%)

Reduction of Std. Dev. (%)

t stat

p>|t|

8.7365
8.7365
1.1353
1.1353
0.0238
0.0238
3.7943
3.7943

8.7283
8.7465
0.5271
1.1946
0.7447
0.1170
3.7324
3.7753

1.6
−1.9
69.2
−6.7
−62.9
−8.1
9.7
3.0

−21.7

0.20
−0.19
8.53
−0.62
−6.73
−0.79
1.26
0.27

0.844
0.853
0.000
0.537
0.000
0.429
0.208
0.789

Before
After
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After

TABLE 6 | Results of average treatment effect grouped by year.

87.1
69.4

TABLE 7 | Static spreads of assets at all levels.

Year

Mean (Test
group)

Mean (Control
group)

Difference

S.E.

T-stat

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

5.2195
5.3670
5.3622
5.4234
5.3440
5.2481

6.1992
5.8459
5.6781
5.5652
6.3608
5.9810

−0.9797***
−0.4790***
−0.3160**
−0.1418
−1.0168***
−0.7329***

0.3200
0.1071
0.1277
0.1029
0.1139
0.1940

−3.06
−4.47
−2.47
−1.38
−8.93
−3.78

Priorities
Interest calculation period (years)
Static spread (%)

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

1
1.21

2
1.31

3
1.53

4
2.03

5
2.23

bonds. This shows that compared with traditional corporate
asset-backed securities, the coupon rate of “Goldwind 2016-1”
green corporate asset-backed securities is relatively low at the
time of issuance, and there is a certain "green" advantage in
issuance costs.

*** means signiﬁcant at the 1% level, ** means signiﬁcant at the 5% level, * means
signiﬁcant at the 10% level.

35.9240
66.8992
0.5014 +
0.9973 100
(1 + 2.1759% + Δss)
(1 + 2.2155% + Δss)
1.8148
1.7852

0.5014 +
0.9973
(1 + 2.1759% + Δss)
(1 + 2.2155% + Δss)
52.9748   
49.7119
+
1.5014 +
1.9973 100
(1 + 2.2994% + Δss)
(1 + 2.3331% + Δss)
1.9660
44.8509

0.5014 + ... +
2.9973 100
(1 + 2.1759% + Δss)
(1 + 2.4343% + Δss)
2.1173
47.5851

0.5014 + ... +
3.9973 100
(1 + 2.1759% + Δss)
(1 + 2.5150% + Δss)
2.2685
46.8760

0.5014 + ... +
4.9973
(1 + 2.1759% + Δss)
(1 + 2.5793% + Δss)
(4.1)

100 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE ISSUANCE
PRICING OF GREEN CORPORATE
ASSET-BACKED SECURITIES
The public utility attributes of green corporate asset-backed
securities usually enable them to obtain policy-oriented
support. First, their lower credit risk will lead to higher credit
ratings. Based on the decline in risk concerns, the higher liquidity
brought about by the large issuance scale has become apparent.
Secondly, policy support makes their marketization degree
slightly lower than that of traditional products. Moreover,
green attributes bring higher policy incentives and active
information disclosure. Finally, the long-term investment
tendency of investors in green corporate asset-backed
securities makes them have lower requirements for liquidity
compensation. These attributes enable green corporate assetbacked securities to be issued with lower interest rate pricing.

Since the cash ﬂow of subordinated securities is not stable, and
the coupon rate is not ﬁxed, it is impossible to measure the static
spread. The static spread calculation results of the priority
securities of the “Goldwind 2016-1” products at all levels are
shown in Table 7:
To facilitate the assessment of the pricing of the coupon rates
of the various senior securities of the “Goldwind 2016-1” green
corporate asset-backed securities, we compare the spread between
the yields of traditional corporate asset-backed securities issued
with the same maturity and the same credit rating and the yields
of treasury bonds. The speciﬁc situation is shown in Table 8:
Table 7 shows that the static spreads of the various senior
securities of the “Goldwind 2016-1” products are lower than the
spreads between the yields of comparable issued traditional
corporate asset-backed securities and the yields of treasury

Frontiers in Energy Research | www.frontiersin.org
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Credit Rating
The credit rating of asset-backed securities is the credit rating
given to each ﬁle by a third-party rating agency when the
product is issued. Different from the factors considered in
traditional bond ratings, it is a comprehensive consideration of
the transaction structure and credit enhancement measures of
the issued products, the credit quality of the entire asset pool,
and the order of securities repayment. Therefore, the higher
the rating of the corporate asset-backed securities, the lower
the probability of credit risk events and the lower the interest
rate pricing should be (Elton et al., 2001). Green corporate
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FIGURE 1 | Time trend chart of issuance interest rate difference.

TABLE 8 | The spread of corporate asset-backed securities yield (AAA) and treasury bond yield.
Term (years)
Treasury bond yield (%)
Enterprise asset-backed securities yield (%)
Spread (%)

1

2

3

4

5

2.2157
5.1208
2.9051

2.3331
5.3089
2.9758

2.4343
5.4583
3.0240

2.5150
5.7937
3.2787

2.5793
6.2073
3.6280

The data source is Wind database.

asset-backed securities mostly involve industries such as
natural resources, environmental protection, and new
energy. They have certain attributes of public welfare or
public resources, and they have a certain degree of policy
orientation, so the risk of default is low. In addition, when
some green corporate asset-backed securities are issued,
professional institutions will be hired to fully evaluate the
company’s business and ﬁnancial status and carry out green
certiﬁcation to reduce the company’s environmental risks.
Therefore, green corporate asset-backed securities usually
have a relatively high credit rating, which helps green
enterprises reduce their ﬁnancing costs. Take the “Goldwind
2016-1” priority A1 level as an example. In the same year, all
products except the “Rongyin 1 Optimization 6” (code:
142017) and the “Xingxin A4” have higher issuance rates
than the “Goldwind 2016-1” priority A1 level. This shows
that the “Golden Wind Green 2016-1” relies on the advantages
of green attributes and the dual green certiﬁcation of Det
Norske Veritas and the International Finance Corporation
(IFC) to reduce enterprise environmental risks and enhance
the credibility of the company and its pooled assets. This
reduces the risk of enterprise default, thereby reducing the
product’s issuance interest rate.

Therefore, long-term bonds need to give a certain liquidity
premium (interest rate compensation) to the interest rate risks in
order to attract investors. Similar to ordinary securitization
products, the longer the issuance period, the higher the
issuance interest rate of the green enterprise securitization
products. However, as the maturity period increases, the
increase in the issuance rate of traditional corporate assetbacked securities will be greater than the increase in the
issuance rate of green corporate asset-backed securities.
The reason for this is that investors’ liquidity compensation
requirements for green corporate asset-backed securities will be
lower than for traditional corporate asset-backed securities. In
practice, we ﬁnd that green corporate asset-backed securities
investors are more inclined to make long-term investments,
and their preference for liquidity is weaker than that of
traditional corporate asset-backed securities investors.
This is reﬂected in the fact that, according to the Wind
database, China’s green enterprise securitization products are
mainly mid- to long-term, and products with an issuance
maturity of more than 3°years account for 48.31% of total
products, and the average maturity is about 4°years.
Again taking the “Goldwind 2016-1” as an example, we
compare it with the “Zhongmin 2016-1”, which has a similar
issuance time and a credit rating of AAA, which is a traditional
corporate asset-backed securities product. With the increase in
bond maturity, the increase in the issuance interest rate of the
“Zhongmin 2016-1” (total increase of 1.70%) has signiﬁcantly
exceeded the increase of the issuance interest rate of the
“Goldwind 2016-1” (total increase of 1.10%). For the level of
the same issuance period, the issuance interest rate of the
“Goldwind 2016-1” is still lower than the issuance interest rate
of the corresponding product of “Zhongmin 2016-1”. Moreover,

Issuance Period
Based on the theory of the term structure of interest rates, bond
coupon rates and bond maturity are correlated. Long-term interest
rates are generally higher than short-term interest rates. Therefore,
there is a positive correlation between maturity and bond issuance
interest rates. According to the liquidity premium theory, bond
maturity is positively correlated with bond price ﬂuctuations caused
by changes in interest rates.
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for the same issuance maturity level, the issuance interest rate of
the “Goldwind 2016-1” is still lower than the issuance interest rate
of the corresponding “Zhongmin 2016-1” product.
This shows that investors in China’s green asset securitization
market are more inclined to make long-term investments. This
makes green corporate asset-backed securities less sensitive to the
issuance period and has certain green advantages. The issuance
interest rate is signiﬁcantly lower than that of traditional
corporate asset-backed securities of a similar nature.

market investors have increased their risk aversion in the stock
market and increased their demand for products in the bond
market. Therefore, the company choosing to issue green
corporate asset-backed securities at this time can effectively
reduce ﬁnancing costs.

Green Factors
As an innovative ﬁnancing tool, green enterprise asset
securitization can obtain ﬁnancing in a low-cost manner by
internalizing green factors at the ﬁnancing end, and thus guide
capital to ﬂow into green projects. The fundamental difference
between green corporate asset-backed securities and traditional
corporate asset-backed securities lies in the investment direction
of the raised funds. Green corporate asset-backed securities are
exclusively invested in the construction and operation of green
projects. Therefore, there are obvious “green” impact factors in
the process of determining the interest rate of green corporate
asset-backed securities issuance.
Taking the “Goldwind 2016-1” as an example, we can see that
the negative effect of green factors on issuance interest rates is
mainly reﬂected in two levels of policy incentives and information
disclosure. In terms of policy incentives, the total amount of policy
subsidies from Goldwind Technology, the original owner of the
“Goldwind 2016-1” product, increased signiﬁcantly from 2013 to
2016. Driven by government policies, the cash ﬂow of the
“Goldwind 2016-1” green corporate asset-backed securities
project received strong support to reduce its default risk, so the
issuance rate was low. In terms of information disclosure, green
enterprise asset securitization issuers took the initiative to conduct
green certiﬁcation. Information disclosure was carried out in a
timely manner, and the information that the product met the green
bond certiﬁcation requirements was conveyed to investors. Green
certiﬁcation played a role in supervising the project, reducing the
risk of default, and thereby reducing the issuance rate of the “Gold
wind 2016-1” green corporate asset-backed securities.

Issuance Scale
On the one hand, the larger scale of bond issuance means higher
market recognition and better asset quality, as well as better
liquidity. According to the liquidity premium theory, asset
liquidity will affect the pricing level, and liquidity is negatively
correlated with issuance interest rates. On the other hand, higher
issuance usually means higher risk, and investors will worry about
whether the company has sufﬁcient repayment ability. Therefore,
there will be higher interest rate expectations, which may mean
that the larger the issuance scale, the higher the issuance interest
rate. For green corporate asset-backed securities, the issuance
scale of the product depends on the ﬁnancing needs of the green
enterprise. The larger the scale of the issuance, the greater the
need for funds for green projects that the issuer invests in, and the
more difﬁcult it is to complete the project. The more investors
demand compensation for this part of the risk, the higher the
issuance rate of the green corporate asset-backed securities. We
again take the “Goldwind 2016-1” priority A1 product as an
example. Among all corporate asset-backed securities products
with the same issuance period and credit rating in the same year,
two green enterprise asset-backed products, the “G Goldwind A”
(code: 131995) and the “G Gezhouba 1” (code: 142526) are with
the highest issuance scale in the sample. However, as far as the
issuance rate is concerned, the “G Goldwind A” and the “G
Gezhouba 1” are the lowest in the sample except for the “Rongyin
1 Optimization 6” and the “Xingxin A4”. From this we can
determine that due to its large ﬁnancing scale and green
attributes, green companies have a higher recognition of
investors in the asset securitization market, making them more
liquid and able to successfully issue at lower interest rates.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As an innovative green ﬁnancial tool, green corporate asset-backed
securities can effectively solve the problems of narrow ﬁnancing
channels and maturity mismatches for green projects, which can
provide strong support for achieving carbon neutrality goals and
green development. We examine the ﬁnancing cost advantages of
green corporate asset-backed securities and its impact factors
through a combination of empirical and case studies.
We ﬁnd that during the sample research period, the
issuance interest rate of green corporate asset-backed
securities is 36.97°bp lower than that of traditional
corporate asset-backed securities on average, which has
certain advantages in green enterprise ﬁnancing. The
issuance rate of “Goldwind 2016-1” green corporate assetbacked securities is lower than that of traditional corporate
asset-backed securities of the same level. It is speciﬁcally
manifested in the high product credit rating, low sensitivity
of Chinese green asset securitization market investors to the
issuance period, and large issuance scale.

Market Interest Rate
The market interest rate refers to the interest rate that changes
with changes in the supply and demand relationship in the capital
market. When market interest rates rise, in order to maintain a
competitive advantage, the coupon rate of green corporate assetbacked securities will also rise, and vice versa. For green corporate
asset-backed securities, in addition to the commonality of general
asset securitization products, they are also supported by stronger
policies. Therefore, compared with traditional asset securitization
products, the degree of marketization is slightly lower. As market
interest rates increase, the rate of increase in the issuance of green
corporate asset-backed securities will be smaller than that of
traditional corporate asset-backed securities. Taking the “Gold
wind 2016-1” as an example, and by observing the yield curve of
China’s treasury bonds from 2015 to 2017, we can see that as
market interest rates decrease, bond prices rise. This means that
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Through the combing of the development of China’s green
corporate asset-backed securities market, and a comparative
analysis of the issuance and pricing of green corporate assetbacked securities and traditional corporate asset-backed
securities. We ﬁnd that China’s green corporate asset-backed
securities have obstacles such as non-standard green certiﬁcation,
insufﬁcient basic asset proﬁtability, low level of development of
the green product market, and lack of relevant policies and
regulations for green asset securitization. The development of
China’s green enterprise asset securitization is still in its infancy,
and the government is the main force to promote its
development. The policy recommendations for this article are
as follows:
Firstly, cultivate and attract long-term green investors.
Investors’ long-term attention to the securitization of green
enterprise assets is very important to its sustainable
development. Speciﬁcally, we can proceed from the following
perspectives: Provide tax incentives for investors to purchase
green enterprise asset securitization products, including interest
income tax reduction and exemption for investors; The
government participates in investment in the form of
industrial funds to reduce the risks faced by social capital, or
to provide ﬁnancial discounts for the issuance of green enterprise
asset securitization; Strengthen the promotion of the concept of
carbon neutrality and green development, and guide investors to
join the green investment market.
Secondly, standardize the development of the green
certiﬁcation market. Green third-party certiﬁcation can help
investors screen green ﬁnancial products and reduce
information asymmetry. To standardize the green certiﬁcation
market, ﬁrst of all, we should formulate a uniﬁed green industry
standard, complete green industry standard documents, and
enhance the authority of the certiﬁcation evaluation results.
Secondly, cultivate and support local certiﬁcation agencies. As
China’s green certiﬁcation evaluation system started late, the
market is mainly occupied by international agencies with years
of professional knowledge and service experience. Therefore, it is
necessary to support third-party green certiﬁcation agencies with
both professional capabilities and local positioning to promote
the sustainable development of the green certiﬁcation market
with Chinese characteristics.

Thirdly, strengthen information disclosure. Continuous and
transparent information disclosure is the key to ensuring the
healthy development of green enterprise asset securitization.
First, increase the market’s emphasis on environmental
information and strengthen public disclosure of environmental
information; Secondly, improve the information sharing
mechanism, and establish a comprehensive inter-departmental
coordination mechanism through the development of green
enterprise
asset
securitization
involving
government
departments, ﬁnancial institutions, and other social
institutions, so as to ensure the orderly development of green
asset securitization.
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